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Numbers proceeded by a # are the reference numbers of the individuals in Our Family
Tree.  Individuals with blue highlighting are believed to be my direct ancestors.

Martha CLARE  #70 was my mother's maternal grandmother.  She married  Thomas
SUTCLIFFE #69 at  Bradford  in  1868.  They  had  two  children,  Annie  #71,  who
married  William BALL #78,  and Arthur  #304,  who died in  childhood.  Annie and
William were my mother’s parents.

Looking for Martha

Martha reported on her marriage certificate that she was 26 when she married on 29th
August  1868,  and  said  she  was  the  daughter  of  Joseph  CLARE,  blacksmith  of
Warrington in Lancashire. That seems to mean that she was born about 1841 or 1842.

Mum had never been able to find Martha's birth for sure, so I decided to have a go.
The registration of births became compulsory in 1837 so, if indeed she was born in
1841/42, her birth should have been recorded. The Warrington birth registrations for
this period are available on the Internet, and I found only one candidate, registered in
the relevant period - a Martha registered in 1841. I sent the 7 pounds to get a copy of
the birth certificate, only to find that the father of this Martha was recorded as James,
not Joseph, as stated on the marriage certificate of our Martha. 

This was the same sole recorded birth of a Martha that Mum had spotted and had
made a note to herself to get a copy of the certificate. Evidently she did not do so and
so did not uncover the inconsistency as to Martha’s father’s name.

The details are: Registration district - Warrington in the County of Lancaster, 1841 on
the 19th July at 36 Scotland Road, Warrington, Martha, girl, Father James CLARE,
mother  Elizabeth CLARE, formerly ROYLANCE, father's  occupation,  whitesmith,
registered by her mother on the 26th July 1841. Note that James’s occupation is given
as whitesmith, compared with blacksmith for the supposed father Joseph as reported
on our Martha’s marriage certificate.

I have naturally looked for the christening of a Martha CLARE, daughter of Joseph at
about the right time in Warrington. At  www.lan-opc.org.uk/Warrington/index.html I
found:

 Baptism: 15 Aug 1841 St Elphin,  Warrington, Lancashire, England. Martha
Clare - Child of James Clare & Elizabeth. Abode: Scotland Road. Occupation:
Smith.  Baptised by:  A Wallace.  Register:  Baptisms 1838 - 1845, Page 190,
Entry 151 

The baptism obviously refers to the same Martha as the registered birth in 1841.

My next  line of attack  was to  look for  a Martha CLARE in the 1851 Census  of
Warrington, when our Martha should have been about 9 years old - young enough for
it to be likely that she would still be living with her parents. I got the microfilm of the
census for Warrington sent to the LDS Family History Centre at Tamworth and spent
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a day getting square eyes trying to read it - some of the old fashioned handwriting was
really hard to decipher.  I found only one Martha CLARE, daughter of James,  not
Joseph. Here is the Census entry for the household in Warrington in 1951:

Household of James Clare, 1851 - Piece 2203, ED 1h, Folio 229, household 135

For ease of reading, I have transcribed it below:

Name Relation Condition Age Occupation Born

James CLARE Head Married 30 Smith Warrington

Mary CLARE Wife Married 31 Bonnet Maker Warrington

Martha CLARE Daughter 9 Scholar Warrington

Charles TWISS Stepson 12 Scholar Warrington

Frederick TWISS Stepson 8 Scholar Warrington

The above people were living in Scotland Road, Warrington, the same street as on the
birth certificate of Martha daughter of James above. Note that James’s occupation was
reported as ‘smith’ above compared with ‘white smith’ on Martha’s birth certificate
and ‘blacksmith’ for ‘Joseph’ on her marriage certificate. 

After I had trawled through the microfilm looking for CLAREs, I discovered that the
Lancashire Family History Society has published a surname index for this Census at
Warrington. I bought copies of the two booklets and discovered that, not surprisingly
given the difficulty of the task, I had missed a few CLAREs. So, while in England, I
again got the microfilm sent to the Mormon Family History Centre in Leeds where I
perused it more fully. Later still, I have taken out a paid subscription to Ancestry.com
which has  the  1851 Census  on  line  in  a  searchable  database.  Again  I  looked for
Martha daughter of Joseph and I also searched for a Joseph who was a blacksmith in
Warrington.  None of  these  searches  turned up any Martha,  daughter  of  Joseph,  a
blacksmith.

On  the  evidence,  I  believe  it  is  just  about  certain  that  our  Martha  was  the  one
registered  as  the  daughter  of  James  CLARE  #334 and  Elizabeth  née
ROYLANCE/RYLANCE  #335, and that she was living in the household listed above
in 1851 with a different spouse for her father James.

So what can we make of this rather curious household? First, it is clear that Martha
was James's  daughter  since she is  explicitly  reported as such. It  is  also clear  that
Charles and Frederick TWISS were the sons of Mary, wife of James, but were not his
sons since they are reported as his step-sons. In other words, Mary must have had
these boys  by another  man.  It  is  also clear  that  this  Mary was not the mother  of
Martha because one of the two TWISS boys is older than Martha and the other is
younger. 

In fact, in the 1841 Census I found the following family living next door to James
Clare, whitesmith in Scotland Road, Warrington, James apparently still single:
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James TWISS, 60, Shopkeeper
Mary TWISS, 55
Mary TWISS, 20
Ann TWISS, 15
Charles TWISS, 2.

Presuming that James and the older Mary TWISS were husband and wife, it seems
likely that they were the parents of Mary, 20 and Ann, 15. However, Charles, 2, must
have  been  the  son  of  Mary,  20,  probably  an  illegitimate  child.  The  only  other
explanation I can think of, which seems less likely, is that Mary, 20, was the daughter-
in-law of James and Mary, and that her husband, a son of the older couple, was for
some reason absent from the household. It is unfortunate that the 1841 Census did not
give information about relationships within the household.

Somewhat  in  confirmation,  a  Mary TWISS  #1687 was  baptised  at  Warrington  St
Elphin  on  16  May  1819,  daughter  of  James  #859  and  Mary  TWISS  #858  (IGI
C012986). She would have been about the right age, tending to confirm that Mary
aged 20 (rounded down) in the 1841 census was indeed the daughter of James and
Mary and mother of Charles. I conclude that this was the Mary TWISS who was the
mother of Charles #2111 above and who later married James CLARE #334.

It is then clear from the 1851 Census that Mary TWISS had another child, Frederick
#2110, presumably also illegitimate, born about 1843. Meanwhile, James CLARE had
evidently married to Elizabeth ROYLANCE (RYLANCE) #335 and started his own
family. Elizabeth must have died and he then married Mary TWISS, who he would
have already known, taking on her two sons, Charles and Frederick.

By  way  of  confirmation,  I  discovered  that  Mary  TWISS  #1687  married  James
CLARE #334 at Warrington St Paul in 1848 (C27/2/407) - several years after Martha
was born.

I  think  I  found  Martha  #70 aged  20  in  1861  living  in  Chorlton  upon  Medlock,
Lancashire, a general servant in the home of John and Elizabeth SCHOOLBRED. He
was a cashier in a Manchester Warehouse. Perhaps it is not surprising that she had left
home given that her mother  had died and there was a step family living with her
father. 

Then  she  turned  up in  Manningham,  Bradford,  still  a  servant,  when  she  married
Thomas SUTCLIFFE  #69 in 1868. How she came to move to Bradford is unclear.
Typically, a servant would have moved with her employer, but there is no sign of the
SHOOLBREDs in  Bradford  (or  anywhere)  in  the  1871 Census,  so  I  suspect  that
Martha was a lodger with them when she was in Chorlton upon Medlock, perhaps
working for the same employer as John SHOOLBRED, and that her boss moved to
Bradford, taking her along.

In  summary,  despite  a  lengthy  and  careful  search,  I  have  found  no  trace  of  any
Martha, daughter of Joseph of Warrington who married in 1868. I am now satisfied
that either she got the name of her father wrong (she may have left home quite young
and had little to do with her father after that), or that the name was mis-recorded or
mis-transcribed (‘Jas’ as an abbreviation for James might have been read as ‘Jos’ for
Joseph). I am nearly sure that she was the daughter of James CLARE, as indicated
above. 
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Martha SUTCLIFFE #70 née CLARE of 67 Athol Road, Manningham, Bradford, a
widow, died 4 May 1903.

Those TWISSes

If Mary above, the mother of the TWISS sons, had been married to a Mr TWISS, I
thought it worth looking for his death. There are several TWISS males who died in
the years before Mary’s marriage to James CLARE. The only plausible candidate I
have found is:

Burial: 19 Jan 1848 St Elphin, Warrington, Lancashire, England
William TWISS - 
    Age: 26
    Abode: Haydock Street
    Buried by: A A Bridgman
    Register: Burials 1847 - 1854, Page 23, Entry 180 
Source: www.lan-opc.org.uk/Warrington/

The death was registered at Warrington in 1848 (WAEE/12/493).

However, I cannot find a marriage of William TWISS to a Mary at about the right
time. Of course, it  could be that the record is yet to be found. Or I may have the
wrong first name for Mary’s first husband. I still think it more likely that she was
unmarried. We could probably find out whether the births were legitimate or not, and
possibly the name(s) of the father(s) from the baptisms or registrations of births of the
two TWISS boys:

 Charles TWISS #2111 registered at Warrington in the fourth quarter of 1838
(WAR/2/369)

 Frederick TWISS #2110 registered at Warrington in 1842 (WAR/8/303).

It seems that neither of them was baptised at Warrington St Elphins, so there is no
help from the church registers and it would be a matter of getting a birth certificate.
However I am disinclined to spend more money given that the TWISSes were not our
ancestors, although, of course, it is not impossible that the father was James CLARE
#334 who was living next door to Mary TWISS in 1841.

Elizabeth RYLANCE #335

If my diagnosis above of the structure of the James CLARE #334 household is right,
it is clear that Martha's mother was Elizabeth ROYLANCE/RYLANCE #335. James
CLARE married Elisabeth RYLANCE at Warrington St Elphin in 1841 (C25/1/482).
In addition to Martha, who must have been the first born (1841), I think the couple
may  have  had  a  daughter  Susanna  CLARE  #1684 baptised  23  June  1844  at
Warrington (IGI C013528). Her birth was registered the same year (WAR/11/170).
She may have died in 1845 (WAR/9/39). 

We know that  Elizabeth  #335 had died by 1848 when James remarried. There were
several Elizabeth CLAREs who died at Warrington about that time, making it hard to
identify the right one from the available information. However, from the register of
Warrington St Elphin we find:

Burial: 30 Aug 1848 St Elphin, Warrington, Lancashire, England
Elizabeth CLARE - 
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    Age: 28
    Abode: Scotland Road
    Buried by: Horace Powys
    Register: Burials 1847 - 1854, Page 62, Entry 489

The age seems about right and the street address matches the census information, so I
presume that  this  was the  burial  of  Elizabeth  CLARE née  RYLANCE. Note  that
James  remarried  in  the  same year,  which  seems  rather  precipitate.  He must  have
already known Mary TWISS well – they were close neighbours in 1841 – and it is not
impossible  that  he  was  the  father  of  at  least  one  of  her  apparently  illegitimate
children. But that is pure speculation.

I believe Elizabeth who married James CLARE was baptised at Warrington St Elphin
on  7  January  1821,  daughter  of  Joseph  and  Jane  RYLANCE  of  Church  Street,
Warrington,  he  a  file  maker.  Her  parents,  Joseph  RYLANCE  #1685 and  Jane
MAGUIRE  #1686 married  in  Warrington  in  1817  (IGI  M007976).  Based  on
information from www.lan-opc.org.uk/Warrington/, they had at least five daughters:

 Ellen #2108 bap 27 Dec 1818, daughter of Joseph and Jane of Church Street,
he a file forger. 

 Elizabeth #335 bap 7 Jan 1821, daughter of Joseph and Jane of Church Street,
he a file maker.

 Mary Ann #856 bap 19 Aug 1823 daughter of Joseph and Jane of Church
Street, he a file forger.

 Jane #854 bap 12 Sep 1826, daughter of Joseph and Jane of Church Street, he
a file forger (presumably died although no burial record found).

 Jane #845 bap 25 Dec 1827, daughter of Joseph and Jane of Church Street, he
a file forger. 

All were baptised at Warrington St Elphin and apparently there were no sons.

Joseph RYLANCE #1685 appears to have been baptised on 6 Sep 1795 at Warrington,
son of Joseph #844 and Ellen POTTS #843 (IGI P007972). This couple were married
at  Warrington on 20 Jan 1791 (IGI M007975).  I  can trace no other  children than
Joseph who married Jane. I have not yet been able to trace Jane MAGUIRE and nor
have I traced Joseph RYLANCE the elder and his wife Ellen POTTS.

James CLARE #334

In addition to finding him in the 1851 Census, as described above, I also checked the
1841 census and found what I think to be James living in Scotland Road, Warrington:

James Clare in 1841 Census, piece 521 book 9 ED 10 folio 4.
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The  handwriting  is  not  easy  to  read,  but  James  appears  to  be  aged  20  (possibly
rounded down), occupation ‘White Smith’. With him, oddly is John Redlands, aged 2,
‘Elizth’ Dagnall, aged 9 months and James Magann [?] aged 55. As noted above, the
next household was the Twiss’s, already listed.

I  found  James  CLARE  #334 and  Mary  (TWISS)  #1687 in  1861,  still  living  in
Scotland Road, Warrington. The essential information about the household is copied
below.

Source: 1861 Census, piece 2792, ED 9, Folio 89, household schedule 143.

By now there are three new children, step-siblings of Martha, Joseph #840 born c.
1852, Alfred #1081 born c. 1857 and Eliza Twiss CLARE #839, born 1860. James’s
occupation is now ‘File Smith’, which I think was the same occupation as his first
father-in-law, Joseph RYLANCE #1685, from whom he perhaps learned the trade.

By 1871 James (50) and Mary (51) were at 6 Buttermarket Street, Warrington, James
an inn keeper. Only Joseph and Eliza were still at home.  See the Appendix for some
further information on James's time as an inn keeper.

In 1881, Mary was a widow aged 61, a retired publican, living at Manchester Road,
Warrington with her daughter Eliza aged 20. Clearly, James had died between 1871
and 1881. Eliza was married to a Louis HENSHALL #838 and they had a son Louis
#837, born about 1884. He was a direct descendant of James CLARE, as I am.

There were four James CLAREs whose deaths were registered at Warrington in this
period but only the one who died in the second quarter of 1873 aged 52 (vol 8c page
106) was of an age to be the right one. An age of 52 in 1873 implies that he was born
around 1821, more or less consistent with the ages he reported in the 1851, 1861 and
1871 censuses.

From the various censuses it seems James was born in about 1821 in Warrington. I
therefore turned to the available  baptismal  records.  I  discovered three baptisms at
Warrington St Elphin at about the right time:

 James bap 25 Jan 1818, son of Joseph and Martha of Cockhedge, father a
tailor.

 James bap 9 July 1820, son of Joseph and Martha of Naylor Street, father a
tailor.

 James bap 12 Jun 1825, son of Thomas and Mary of Winwick Street, father a
slater.
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The  first  if  these  may  be  presumed  to  have  died  in  infancy  as  the  second  was
apparently born to the same parents. The third seems to be too late whereas the date of
baptism of the second one matches the reported ages of ‘our’ James in the various
censuses very well. So I am reasonably confident that this is the right record. 

It is difficult to be sure which were the children of Joseph and Martha, and it would
help if we could identify the marriage of this couple. I have found only one possible
marriage  in  the  IGI,  and that  not  at  Warrington.  A  Joseph CLARE  #836 married
Martha CARTER #835 at St Helens Chapel, Prescot Parish, Lancashire on 5 Jul 1807
(IGI M036661). My confidence that this is the right marriage is rather low. If it is
correct, it seems that their children, all baptised at Warrington St Elphin, were:

 Margaret #834 bap 19 Jan 1810, daughter of Joseph and Martha 

 Thomas #833 bap 1 Mar 1812, son of Joseph and Martha.

 Ann  #832  bap  23  Jan  1814,  daughter  of  Joseph,  tailor,  and  Martha  of
Cockhedge.  I  think  she  died  an  infant  and  was  buried  on  4  Aug 1815 at
Warrington St Elphin, aged 19 months.

 Ann  #831  bap  21  Jan  1816,  daughter  of  Joseph,  tailor,  and  Martha  of
Cockhedge.

 James  #830 bap  25  Jan  1818,  son  of  Joseph,  a  tailor  and  Martha,  of
Cockhedge. Buried 19 Oct 1819 at Warrington St Elphin, aged 1 year. Abode:
Naylor Street.

 James #334 bap 9 Jul 1820, son of Joseph and Martha of Naylor Street, he a
tailor.

 Eliza #829 bap 24 Jun 1827 (IGI C007978), daughter or Joseph and Martha of
Naylor Street, he a tailor.

The above information  was obtained from IGI C157891 and www.lan-opc.org.uk/
Warrington/.

I think that Joseph the father of the above family died in 1833 and was buried at
Warrigton St Elphin:

Joseph Clare - 
    Age: 49
    Abode: Orford Street
    Buried by: T V Bayne
    Register: Burials 1831 - 1836, Page 140, Entry 1119

If this is the right man, it seems he was born around 1784. I looked for his birth or 
christening and found a number of ‘possibles’. There was a Joseph son of James 
baptised at Winwick, near Warrington, in 1778. (Winwick is about 5 km north of 
Warrington, much closer to the latter than St Helens where Joseph is supposed to have
married.) I found that James CLARE #828 married Hannah HANKEY #813 at 
Warrington on 8 September 1774 (IGI M007975) and that their children appear to 
have been:

 Joseph #836 born 10 Nov 1778, bap 7 Dec 1778, son of James
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 Rachel #777 bap 8 Dec 1780, daughter of James

 James #747 bap 4 Oct 1782, son of James. 

All three were baptised at Winwick (IGI P014421).

In the IGI I found a record of uncertain provenance of Joseph CLARE baptised 11
Dec 1785 at Grappenhall, son of James and Mary. Grappenhall is a settlement about 4
km  south-east  of  Warrington  town  centre.  The  record,  in  film  471887,  located
Grappenhall in Cheshire, which, as for Warrington, used to be the case. It includes the
following children on James and Mary:

 Joseph bap 11 Dec 1785

 Peter bap 26 Dec 1790

 James bap 8 Jul 1792

 George bap 26 Jul 1795

 Hannah b 22 May, bap 8 Sep 1799.

I have not located a marriage for James and Mary. For now I have tentatively assumed
that the Joseph son of James at Winwick was the man we are looking for, but my
confidence in this notion is quite low.

Because of the uncertainty, I have not tried to trace this line any further back.

I think Martha CLARE née Carter #835 died in 1832 and was buried at Warrington St
Elphin:

Burial: 19 Feb 1832 St Elphin, Warrington, Lancashire, England
Martha Clare - 
    Age: 45
    Abode: Church Street
    Buried by: Edw Hinchcliffe
    Register: Burials 1831 - 1836, Page 23, Entry 179

Her recorded age at death implies that she was born about 1787. I have not been able 
to locate a record of her birth.
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Appendix – James Clare, Inn Keeper

The 1871 census has James CLARE #334 aged 50 living with second wife Mary and
two of their children Joseph and Eliza at 6 Buttermarket Street, Warrington:

   1871 UK census for the Warrington area

Living with them is an Elizabeth Gregory, aged 17 and recorded as a general servant.

It is difficult to be certain exactly where number 6 Buttermarket Street was.  Google
Maps shows that this address is now at the eastern end of the street (intersection of
Horsemarket St and Bridge St).  However street numbering does sometimes change
over the years.  Logically number 6 would close to one end of the street.  A map of
Warrington in 1847 confirms that Buttermarket street extended about 500 metres from
the major intersection in the centre of town (Horse Market, Bridge, Sanzey (sic), and
Butter Market streets).  It is therefore very plausible that number 6 was close to the
eastern end of the street, and consequently right in the middle of Warrington town.

  Lancashire CXVI - OS Six-Inch Map (http://www.oldmapsonline.org/en/Warrington)

It seems unlikely that there would be a standard domestic dwelling at this location
right in the town centre.  With James described as an “Inn Keeper” in 1871, and Mary
in 1881 described as a “Retired Publican”, it seems reasonable to assume that they are
living at their place of business, this being a public house.

In the 1871 census (on the same page as the Clare family) we find, John Aspinall, a
“publican”, and family living at number 10 Buttermarket Street.  On the following
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page we find John Skipton, Inn Keeper, and family at number 12.  This suggests that
we are looking for two or three public houses a few doors apart,  with James and
Mary's perhaps being closest to the end of the street.

The “All Things Warrington” web site (http://allthingswarrington.net/) contains some
very helpful information about old pubs in Warrington.  The relevant section of the
interactive map on this site is shown below.  Allowing for some potential inaccuracies
in  the  various  locations,  there  are  several  likely  candidates  at  the  eastern  end  of
Buttermarket  street,  these  being  (in  decreasing  order  of  probability),  Wheatsheaf
(circa 1823), Old Fox (circa 1823) and Bears Paw (circa 1794).  The Cross Keys at
the other end of Buttermarket street is one other possibility,  but on balance seems
much less likely than the others.

As an aside, this map suggests that spending time, and presumably drinking alcohol
(mostly ale), in a pub was a favoured pass-time of the residents of Warrington in the
1800s.

  Old Warrington Town Centre Pubs (http://allthingswarrington.net/Pubs/towncentre.php)

This  information  suggests  that  James  Clare  and wife  Mary may have  owned and
operated one of these pubs, quite possibly the Wheatsheaf, for a number of years in
the late 1800s.  Such a prime location in the centre of town suggests that James and
Mary had become quite prosperous, most probably as a result of James' earlier career
as a Whitesmith (working with metals like tin and pewter).  One can easily imagine
them to have been figures of some social standing in the town during this time.
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